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Section 1: Engineering Mathematics

Linear Algebra: Vector space, basis, linear dependence and independencg matrix argebra, eig6n varuesand eigen vectors' rank' solution of linear equations - existence and uniqueness. calcurus: Mean varuetheorems' theorems of integral calculus, evaluation of definite and improper integrals, partialderivatives' rnaxima and minima, multiple integrals, line, surface and ,otr# intugrals, Taylor series.Differential Equations: First order equations {tinear and nonlinear}, higher order linear differentialequationt cauchy's and Euler's equations, methods of solution using variation of parameters,complementary function and particular integral, partial differential eqirations, variable separablemethod' initial and boundary value probl".; t;;r-inutyri' vectors in ptane and space, vectoroperations, gradient, divergence and curl, Gauss,s, Green,s and stoke,s theorems. complex Analysis:Analytic functions' cauchy's integral dr"oi"r, c.r.hvt ,rt"srrr formula; Taylor,s and Laurent,s series,residue theorem' Numerical Methods: solutlon oi;#;"r equations, singre and murti-step methodsfor differential equations, convergence criteria. probabirity and statistics: Mean, rnedian, mode andstandard deviation; combinatorial probability, probability distribution functions - binomial, poisson,exponential and normal; Joint and conditional probability; correlation and regression anarysis.
Section 2: Networks, Signals and Systems

Network solution methods: nodal and mesh analysis; Network theorems: superposition, Thevenin andNorton's' maximum power transfer; wye-Delta transformation; steady state sinusoidal analysis usingphasors; Time domain analysis of simple tinear ;,;.;;r, ;;;ution of network equations using Lapracetransform; Frequenry domain analysisiof Rtc circuits; Linear 2-port network parrr",ur' driving pointand transfer functions; State equations for no*o;ks. 
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continuous-time signals: Fourier series and Fourier transform representations, sampring theorem andapplications; Discrete-time signals: discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFI), DFI FFr, Z-transform,interpolation of discrete-time signals; LTI systems: definition and properties, causarity, stability, impulseresponse' convolution' poles and zeros, parallel and cascade structure, frequency response, group deray,phase delay, digital filter design techniques.

Section 3: Electronic Devices

Energy bands in intrinsic and extrinsic silicon; carrier transport: diffusion current, drift current, mobirityand resistivity; Generation and recombination of carriers; poirron .na .#** equations; p-Njunction' zener diode' BJT, Mos capacitol MosFET, LED, photo diode and solar cell; rntegrated circuit
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process: oxidation, diffusion, ion imprantation, photorithography and twin-tub cMos

Sec-tion 4: Analog Circuits

Small signat equivalent circuits of diodes,__BJTs and MosFETs; simple diode circuits: clipping, clampingand rectifiers; single-stage BJT and MosFiT amplifiers: biasing, bias stabirity, *ia-iiequ."cy sma, signar



analysis and frequency response; B,lT and MoSFET amplifiers: multi-stage, differential, feedback, power
and operational; Simple op-amp circuits; Active filters; sinusoidal oscillators: criterion for oscillatiory
single-transistor and op-arnp configurations; Function generators, wave-shaping circuits and 555 timers;Voltage reference circuits; power supplies: rippte removaland regulation.

Section 5: Digital Circuits

Number systems; combinatorial circuits: Bootean algebra, minimization of functions using Boolean
identities and Karnaugh map, logic gates and their static CMoS implementations, arithmetic circuits,
code convertert multiplexers, decoders and PLAs; sequential circuits: latches and flJp-flops, counters,
shift-registers and finite state machines; Data converters: sample and hold circuits, ADCs and DACs;
semiconductor memories: RoM, SRAM, DRAM;8-bit microprocessor {g0g5): architecture, programrning,
rnemory and /O interfacing..

Section 6: Control Systems

Basic control system components; Feedback principle; Transfer function; Block diagram representation;
signal flow graph; Transient and steady-state analysis of LTI flstemi; rruqranl-,, ,"r;;r;; ;;;;;:
Hurwitz and Nyquist stability cr'iteiia; Bode and ,ooito.r, otru, ,u* tead and t.g1il;;*;"r'."*",
Statevariablemodelandsolutionofstateequationoflrtsystems.

Section 7: Communications

Random processes: autocorrelation and power spectral density, properries of white noise, filtering of
random signals through LTlsystems; Analog communications: amplituie modulation a'd demodulation,
angle modulation and demodulation, spectra of AM and FM, superheteroavnu ,".aiuers, circuits for
analog communications; lnformation theory: entropy, mutual informatlon and channel capacity
theorem; Digital communications: PCM, DPCM, aigiiai modulation r.h";;; amptituoe, phase and
frequency shift keying (ASK, pSK, FSK), eAM, MAp and ML decoding, matched filter receiv"r, ir,.rla,""
of bandwidth, sNR and BER for digital modulation; Fundamentals of error correction, Hanrming codes;
Timing and frequency synchronization, inter-symbol interference and its mitigation; gasics oiao*o,
FDMA and CDMA-

Electrostatics; Maxwell's equations: differential and integral forms and their ihterpretation, boundary
conditions, wave equation, Poynting vector; plane waves and properties: reflection and refraction,
polarization, phase and. gloup velocity, propagation throulh various media, skin depth; Transmissionlines: equations, characteristic impedance, impedance matching, impedance transformation, s-pararneters, smith chart; waveguides: modes, boundary conditions. cut-off frequencies, dispersionrelations; Antennas: antenna types, radiation pattern, gain and directivity, return loss, antepn a arrays;
Basics of radar; Light propagation in optical fibers.


